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IBIACKGROUND

With the end of the Cold War and the collapse of the Soviet Union and other communist
governrnents i East and Central Europe, some Western governments, analysts, and
s<cholars have triumh l ydeclared a victory for liberal demcrtic and econornie

prinipls an a andte promote themaon the world. At the sanie tirne, the
oubekof violent cnitslinked with claims of ethnie, religious, and other cultural

difèrncs n om of these societies has drawn academic and journalistic attention to a
linik between political and econiomic liheralization and the risc of ethnie conflict. These

conern hae epaned n te aterathof the 1997 Miari financial erisis. The fail of the
Suharto government i particular lias been asscae with communal violence i parts of

Indoesi asdemcraizaionand economic liheralization progressed. Events in societies
such as Sri Lanka and Inonsa siiggests that, under certain cicmtnethe pr>ocess of

demcraizaionconribtet ethnic and ntoai conflict. Some writcrs have even
suggstedthat tedners are se Rreat that outside 2overnients multilaternlI



vuinerable comimunities that must be addressed if meaningfül democratization is to
succeed. Such a tendency is evident in international govemmental and media focus on
Burina, a multinational society with one of the most tragic and costly of the failed
democratization processes ini Asia. International attention is focused on the heroic baffles
of National League for Democracy (NLD) leader Aung San Suu Kyi against the Rangoon
regime, ail but ignoring the equally heroic baffles being fought in ethnie minority regions.
Ini the words of a participant, Khun Okker, an ethnie Pao lawyer and foreign affairs
spokesperson for the National Democratic Front, an alliance of 1 1 parties seeking the
federalization of Burina:

When several hundred NLD supporters were recently arrested, there was much
international concern but, fortunately, most have since been released. Ini ethnie minority
areas, however, our people are still being killed everyday, and thousands of people are
being forced froin their homes. It is in ethnie minority areas that you van see the real
suffering and volatility in Burman, but it does flot attract anything like the saine degree of
attention (Smith 1996).

The paper grows out of an academic conference and policy round table focusing on



II A SUMMARY 0F OUR RECOMMENDATIONS

We offer the followmng recommendations for government policy-makers, multilateral
organizations, and NOOs aiming to enhance human security while building democracy
within the complex cultural diversity of Asian societies.

Rethinking human cultural identities and democratization

Policies should reflect the situational, fluid, overlapping, and multi-layered nature of ail
humnan identifies and the fact that they are formed, contested, maintained, and
transformed within a political process in which states, including outside governlnents,
play a part.

The concept of a 'vuinerable community' claiming to be culturally distinct should be used
in conjunction with those of 'minority' and 'aboniginal people'.

Policy-makers need to deepen their understanding of democracy well beyond the
conventional procedural focus on free, multiparty elections, universal suffrage, and
representative assemblies, and the liberal focus on individual civil and political rights, to
encompass group rights and recognition and an ideal of public participation in policy
processes and other mechanisms to hold economic institutions accountable to social



Enhancing human security and preventinig conflict

The goal of human security, including the effectiveness of conflict prevention, wilI be
enhanced by deepeming democracy beyond merely procedural mechanisms and by
designling policies sensitive to the fluid, situational, multi-layered, overlapping, and
contested nature of human identities.

Both cultural recognition and socio-economic justice are essential and inseparable
elements of conflict prevention and the achievement of human security.

Outside govemments and multilateral organizations need to be more alert to the
possibility that their human security, conflict prevention, and other development
programmes are often used by states or counter-state elites to promote aims contradictory
to the goals of "deep democracy".

International electoral support, monitoring, and observation missions should pay more
attention to the long-term injustices that foster voting illegalities, intimidation, and humai
rights violations during elections.



Priority should be given to, aiding efforts by minority, aboriginal and other vuinerable
culturally distinct groups to hold economic agents, including firms, multilateral agencies,
and governiments, accouritable for the affects their activities have on individuals and
conimumties.

Policy-makers should advocate and support the inclusion of content concemning the needs
of minority, aboriginal, and other vuinerable culturally distinct groups in business ethics
courses.

Policy-makers should support efforts to build networks of currcnt and fon-mer CEOs
attempting to foster ethical business practices in Asia with respect to minorities,
aboriginal peoples, and other vuinerable culturally distinct groups.

Where firms refuse to acknowledge and remedy their complicity in the repression of these
groups or refuse to stop activities that are having a detrimental effect on theni, outside
govenmnents and multilateral organizations should pressure these firms to, withdraw from
the country or region in question.



III OUR RECOMMENDATIONS IN MORE DETAIL

1. RECOGNIZING THE COMPLEXITY 0F CULTURAL IDENTITIES

The situational, fluid; overlapping, and multi-layered character of human cultural
identities pose particular challenges for policy-makers. Minority and other vuinerable
culturally distinct 'groups' are neyer internally homnogenous nor completely discrete from
other groups. Cleavages exist within and cross-cut group boundaries. This makes co-
operation between groups possible, but sometimes difficuit to extend to ail levels.
Moreover, the activities of domestic and outside governments, as well as multilateral
institutions, themselves influence how people define their cultural selves and
associations. These realities make it difficuit to design and implement policies
successfiully. The tendency is offen to assume that, if human cultural identities are flot
primordial, flxed, mutually exclusive, or monolithic, they are unworthy of recognition.
Better policy wilI emnerge when it is accepted that ail human identities are situational,
fluid, ovcrlapping, and multi-layered and that they are formed, contested, maintained, and

transformed within political processes in which states and outside NGOs play a part.

Ternis such as 'minority' group and 'aboriginal people', drawn from the international
huiman ri ghts discourse. should be used with the awareness that they sometimes obscure



associations and away fromn the grievances of minorities and other vuinerable groups
claiming to be culturally distinct, who often bear a disproportionate share of the costs of
economic and political liberalization, even while they may also derive some benefit from
them.

Deepening entails extending democratic principles to ail scales of institutional life,
encompassing, but flot limited to, national and local electoral institutions. Such a
perspective would entail building provisions for meaningful and inclusive public
participation in planning and other decision-making processes at ail levels, local,
regionai, national, and trans/international. Lt would also entail ensuring the legal and
politicai infrastructure necessary to support non-governmental organizations and more
informai forms of association life, including ethnic and other cultural groups, within civil
society. Such dense networks within civil society, when iinked vertically to formai
political and economic institutions, have been shown to corroborate positively with
economic prosperity, sustainable development, and electoral democracy (Wooicock
1998).

Deepening demnocracy aiso extends to the economic sphere, lest states attempt to pass on
responsibilities for social protection and reproduction to NGOs, informai networks, and
individual househoids, even as they burden vuinerable communities with the social costs
of economic liberalization Politics. Ini the context of the g1ohalimflinn af nenfhtérPi1



Chinese languages in officiai contexts was curtailed. Now that Macau is under PRC
administration, old resentmnents make somne local Chinese reluctant to use Portuguese in
officiai. and administrative contexts or make symbolic concessions recognising and
valuing the minority Portuguese-speaking Macanese community.

I Malaysia, the govemnment only recognises the aboriginal Orang asti in areas that do
flot threaten Malays, such as forest hunting and gathering and crafts. This suggests formai
equality, but in practice denies both equality and the recognition of difference.

(e) Deepening democracy allows for the recognition of both individual and group rights,
needs, and aspirations, while also recognizing the diverse and sometinies contending
understandings of individual and group identities at play in ail societies.

3. RETHINKING THE PROMOTION 0F DEMOCRACY IN CIJLTURALLY
DIVIDED SOCIETIES



civil rights, and a professional media with some capacity to counter exclusive
ethnonationalist dlaims with inclusive civic identities and values. Elites are more likely to
play the communal or ethnonationalist card to mobilize supporters in contexts where they
monopolize governmental, economic, and media resources. India has been as successful
as it lias in maintaining a democratic ethnie peace because it developed some liberal
institutions prior to demnocratization. Although in recent years, with the breakdown of the
Congress system, these civic institutions have flot kept up with demands for popular
participation, opening the way for the r'se of the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) (Snyder
2000).

These observations confirm the importance of developing societal and state institutional
capacity for tolerance and inclusive identities and deepening democracy, in conjuniction
with and if necessary prior to the introduction of electoral mechanisms. However, there
are many obstacles to sucli an approacli. Liberal institutions sucli as a professional media
are difficult to develop effectively in authoritarian contexts. Moreover, contagion effects
are often such that internai. and external pressures for the introduction of electoral
demnocracy may be unstoppable even when little prior liberal institution-building has
occurred. Furthermore, in many parts of the Asia Pacific, liberal institutions are
controversial because they arc perceived to be foreign, even imperialist, and culturally
mnappropriate. It does not help that the biases inherent in liberal institutions, including the
preferencing of individual over associational identities and of contractual over personal
relationships, are ofien unacknowledged by liberal scholars and policy-makers.

Therefore, it is ail thie more important that outside governments and agencies should work
through local organizations aiming to encourage tolerance and inclusive identities, as
these organizations are more likely to develop initiatives that are perceived as legitimate



to play the ethnie and/or nationalistic card, when they are given a 'golden parachute' out

(Snyder 2000). Inx post-colonial Asia, authoritarian govemnments may successfully argue

to their majority populations that international pressure for the prosecution of those

accused of grievous human rights abuses, and the movement for an international criminal.

court, are thinly disguised Western neo-colonialism. They are more likely to make such

arguments when fearful of the consequences of democratization for their personal well-

being.

However, there 18 also evidence that complete impunity for authoritarian leaders believed

responsible for humai' rights abuses against minority groups and others makes it difficult



it if wants to win elections. So while democracy bas flot prevented the nise of a
chauvinistic movement like the BJP, the democratic electoral and political process
constrains its ability to impose its view, forcing an accommodation with groups outside
its core support base (Hansen 1999).

Stages of democratization: The distinctive stages of the transition and consolidation ofprocedural democracy present different challenges for creating and maintaining tolerance
in culturally divided societies. Particularly, struggles against authoritarian rulers ofien
create alliances between democratic oppositions and minority ethno-natjonalist
movements. With the demise of the authoritarian govemrments, these democratjc-
ethnonationalist alliances can be instrumental in bringing about agreements to address the
grievances and demands of minority, aboriginal, and other vulnerable communities
clainiing to be culturally distinct (Henders 2000). This may involve a redistribution of
territorial-political authority, such as the agreement under the Acquino goverfiment in the
Philippines for political decentralization in Muslim Mindanao. Or the alliance can
generate political support for new definitions of citizenship that are more inclusive and
accommodating of cultural pluralism, as occurred in Taiwan as a result of an opposition
alliance between the Democratic Progressive Party and some aboriginal groups (Stainton
1999), and lin Malaysia under the recently created opposition Party Keadilan, a
consciously multietlmic creation (Nagata 2000). However, as the Mindanao case shows,
these democratic-ethnonationaljst alliances can break down as transitions progress, giving
nise to renewed ethnionationalist violence. Multiethnic alliances may exist amongst elites
when they deal with one another, but break down when elites campaign for votes at the



replacing the goal of procedural democracy with that of deep democracy, and by

designing policies sensitive to the fluid, situational, multi-layered, overlapping, and

contested nature of human identities.

Ini addition to cultural recognition and political autonomy, policies promotmng economic

redistribution and security, including land reform and sustainable development, are also

central to the promotion of human security for minonities, aboriginal peoples, and other

vuinerable culturally distinct communities. Both cultural cultural recognition and soclo-

economic justice are essential and inseparable elements of conflict prevention and the

achievement of human security.

Outside governments and multilateral organizations need to be alert to the fact throughoi

Asia international development projects aimed at human security and confiict preventior

however well intentioned, are oflen used by states or counter-state elites to promote theii

practicc



economic change through academic exchanges and linkages between Canadian and Asian
non-governmental organizations.

At the same time, it should be recognized that directly supporting such groups and
mndividuals can lead to backlash by the state against both local people and foreignindividuals, organizations, and governments. lIn this light, a climate of trust and a level
moral playing field can be enhanced by not promoting Canada as a model of communal
harmony. Instead, the Canadian experience can be more truthfully presented as one of amultinational, culturally diverse society struggling with similar issues with varying
degrees of success, as a society that strives for solutions consistent with democratic
principles and values, but recognizes that majoritarian democracy can and do fail
minorities, aborigmnal peoples, and other vuinerable communities and nationalities.

6. RETHINKING THE LINKAGES BETWEEN ECONOMIC
LIBERALIZATION, DEMOCRATIZATION, AND HUMAN RIGHTS

More recognition needs to be given, both at the policy level as well as in public discourse,to the fact that economic liberalization, electoral democratization, and human rights are
not always harmonious 'goods' nor simultaneously achievable. I particular, minorities,
aboriginal peoples, and other vulnerable culturally distinct groups ofien bear a
disproportionate share of the costs of economic liberalization and procedural
democratization. The fact that economic liberalization and democratization have costs
ofien borne disproportionately by vulnerable communities is rarely acknowledged in the
public declarations and policies of governients and multilateral institutions.

procedures whereby



or in the mines of the Philippines, Canadian firms and their Canadian government

promoters need to pay more attention to the impact of their activities on the lives of

minorities, aboriginal peoples, and other vuinerable groups claiming to be culturally

distinct.

Symptomatically, business ethics guidelines such as the International Code of Ethics for

Canadian Business and the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterpri ses, which

Canada has endorsed, contain no mention of the potential impact of foreign trade and

investnient on these groups, nor the fact that firmns, in order to operate in particular

regions, sometimes support the repressive practices of states towards such communities,
whether knowingly or otherwise.

7. PROMOTING ETHICAL BUSINESS IN CULTURALLY DIVIDED
SOCIETIES



Policy-makers should support efforts to build networks of curret and formner CEOs thatuse peer pressure to foster more ethical Canadian business practices in Asia. Partnershipsshould be built with organizations such as Transparency International and the CEOs offirms who have become leaders in ethical business practices (although ofien only becauseof consîderable international and local pressure), such as the executives of Placer Dome.

Where firms refuse to acknowledge and remedy their complicity, intended or otherwise,in the repression of minorities, aboriginal peoples, and other vulnerable culturally distinctgroups, or refuse to stop activities that are having a detrimental effect on such groups,outside goverrnents and multilateral organizations should pressure these firmns towithdraw fromn the country or region in question.
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